The Chief Mech. Engineers
East Central Rly. Hajipur
South Central Rly. Secunderabad
Southeast Central Rly. Bilaspur
Western Rly. Mumbai
West Central Rly. Jabalpur

Sub: Formation of twin pipe rakes of BOXNHL & BCNHL

During the meeting held in Railway Board on 20/4/12, it was decided that twin pipe rakes of BOXNHL and BCNHL would be formed using the existing wagons already provided with twin pipe. It was also decided that the existing RSP sanctions would be utilised to carry out retrofitment of twin pipe in BOXNHL, BCNHL and BVZI wagons.

2. In this connection, the following information may kindly be sent to Railway Board urgently:

   I. The number of twin pipe rakes already formed (their rake no. may also be given).
   II. The latest status of conversion of single pipe wagons to twin pipe as follows
       a) No. of BOXNHL/BCNHL wagons available with single pipe only.
       b) The number of wagons covered in the contract for conversion.
       c) The number of wagons already converted to twin pipe through this contract

3. The information as per para 2 above may also kindly be sent in the monthly MCDO of the railway.

   (Ashesh Agrawal)
   Executive Director Mech. Engg.(Fr.)
   Railway Board